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ONIKUMA B90 headphones (black).
Are you looking for cute headphones with a claw? Do you want to stand out from the crowd and show your personality? Or maybe you
love gadgets and want the headphones to match the rest of your accessories? ONIKUMA B90 will do the job perfectly! The black on-ear
Bluetooth 5.0 headphones with an in-ear control panel and glowing cat ears on the headband will be a lot of fun. Plus, they're foldable, so
they'll fit in your purse, carry-on luggage or school backpack!
 
The most important features always at hand 
ONIKUMA B90 headphones are equipped with buttons located on one of the headphones. From them you can control the volume, switch
between songs, pause and resume sound, turn the headphones on and off. In addition, there is also a micro USB charging port, a 3.5mm
jack input, a microphone and a light indicator to make using the headphones convenient and intuitive. 
 
Quality and convenience 
Made of great quality materials, the ONIKUMA B90 will prove to be a great accessory for watching movies, cartoons or playing games for
a long time. The sturdy design is also suitable for use by children, among others, due to its sturdiness and lightness. The earcups of the
headphones are lined with a nice-to-touch eco-leather, which will pass even during several hours of play. The ONIKUMA B90 are also a
very good solution for studying, as their design dampens ambient sounds and helps you focus. 
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Excellent sound 
The  B90s  offer  excellent  sound  to  make  using  them as  enjoyable  as  possible,  and  make  every  word  of  a  movie  or  cartoon  character
understandable. The headphones will  work well for prolonged use - the operating time is 5 hours with Bluetooth 5.0 enabled, but they
can also be used wired thanks to the 3.5mm jack input. 
 
Joy of use 
Another advantage of the headphones is their luminous elements - both the built-in ears in the headband, but also the logos and circles
on each headphone glow in RGB colors to bring you childlike joy of owning a cool gadget. For an even better effect, wear the headphones
at night and watch the changing colors bounce off the nearest surfaces!
 
Clear and smooth conversations 
The headphone's built-in microphone reduces wind noise and ambient noise to provide high-quality sound when talking with family and
friends, meeting with your team or taking online classes. 
 
Set contents 
Headphones with microphone
Manual
Adapter
	Brand 
	ONIKUMA
	Model 
	B90
	Color 
	Black
	Bluetooth version
	5.0
	Distance 
	>10m
	Operating time 
	>5h
	Charging time 
	2h

Preço:

Antes: € 23.5053

Agora: € 21.00

Jogos, Headphones
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